
SATELLITE WOMAN N.VALARMATHI LAUNCHED ECE ASSOCIATION, NITT 

The Woman behind RADAR IMAGE SATELLITE -1 (RiSAT -1) of ISRO and the first woman to head a 

Remote Sensing Satellite Project Scientist N.Valarmathi, gave a technical talk about the satellite 

communication.  RiSAT -1 was the first Indian Remote Sensing Satellite built by ISRO and used C-band 

SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar). Due to the exclusive properties of microwaves, the SAR will be able 

see through clouds and work in darkness too. The satellite was useful for agriculture, forecasting and 

disaster management. It is equipped with active phased array. It is the heaviest satellite weighing 

1858 kg and was launched on April 26, 2012 from Shriharikota by PSLV-C19 high end version. 

Incidentally, Chandrayaan -1 and GSAT-12 were also launched by high end version of PSLV. Normally, 

PSLV is used for launching weather and experimental satellites; the exception was GSAT-12, a 

communication satellite.  

RiSAT -1’s high resolution pictures and microwave imaging can be used for defense purposes. The 

challenges are there in the area of space sensor, spacecraft autonomy, space science, space 

applications, new technologies like space stations. The students can come forward to make use of 

their expertise in facing the above challenges.  

Team work, dedication, involvement, strictness, no compromise in quality, integration, personality 

hard work and failure acceptance are the success mantras. Science and engineering students should 

come forward to design and fabricate small satellites for which there are facilities in ISRO. She finally 

launched the ECE Association of NIT Trichy and inspired the students to come forward to take up 

challenges in space technology.  

Dr.S.Raghavan, Professor in Electronics and Communication Engineering Department mentioned 

about women power in space mission. Dr.P.K.Anuradha was the first woman project director of ISRO. 

The involvement of Dr.Tessy Thomas (missile woman), Scientist Pramoda Hegde, Anurath Prakash in 

space mission was mentioned. He wanted the students to take up the core job. India competes 

globally, in space applications, IT technology and bio-medical instrumentation. The microwave 

engineering property mainly size reduction, weight and volume contribute lot in satellites. There are 

many Indians who are pioneers in this technology.  

Dharuskhant chairman, Monish Prasanna overall co-ordinator informed about the workshops and 

special lectures and other activities to be carried out by the ECE Association. The core members 

include Teejas Kadam, Surya Chaitanya, Vivek, Divya, Shamika, Charles and Munna Bose.  

Professor P.Somaskandan Head of the Department, Sriram Kumar Staff Advisor made all the 

arrangements and encouraged the team members.  

 


